
 

If you're a fan of the Tolkien works and would like to display your appreciation in some way, but don't know how, this is the article for you. Whether your interest in these works stems from childhood memories or newfound interest, we'll show you how to make something cool and inexpensive while reminding yourself of all that is great about Middle Earth. Even if you've never touched a Pepakura
project before, the instructions will be easy enough for any beginner to follow. In this article, we'll show step by step pictures on how to use Pepakura Designer v5 with Lord of the Rings Nazgul Armor Plates 1-7 Kit . You can download it from www.lordsofthecraft. com . The first step would be to follow the steps below: 1. Install Pepakura Designer v5 on your computer. 2. Once you have it
downloaded and installed, go ahead and right click on the PPD files to select "Open with Pepakura Designer".3. Next, open your PPD file from Step 1. 4. Finally, from the various tabs in the tabs area, select "Parts" and then click on your chosen Nazgul Armor Plates 1-7 Kit. Once you've opened the PPD file, it will look like this: We'll now take a look at different parts of the armor plate to see how
these pieces are constructed. First off, we'll work with the shoulder plate. As seen here: To create a piece of armor out of a part like this, this is what you do. Say you want to create a shoulder plate like this: FIRST : Click on the square slider bar, and move it down to the bottom-right corner of the square. This will turn off the visibility of the square, as seen here: Next, click on "Cut" to turn off the
visibility of that square. Click again on "Cut" so it becomes active. Click anywhere in your design window except for where you just cut to deselect your piece. From there, click on "Parts" and then "New". You should now have a new piece with a New ID. In the "ID" box, type "Left Shoulder Plate". Click OK. Next up, we'll do our chest plate. Click on the square in the middle of the Nazgul torso you
wish to make a piece of armor out of. Move it down to the bottom-right corner of the square you selected in Step 1. This will turn off the visibility of that square. Click on Cut to turn off its visibility and deselect your piece. Click anywhere in your design window except for where you just cut to deselect your piece. From there, click on Parts and then select New Piece. In the ID box, type "Chest
Plate".
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